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CAUGHT/ TRACY GONZALEZ

The office mice like to fool us, disguising their turds as coffee grounds, putting them on 
our desks, the sides of lotion bottles, bottoms of our pencil drawers like they are just 
common detritus.  We wipe them away keep wiping them away until the third day when 
we realize we don’t drink coffee and how do coffee grounds stick to lotion bottles 
anyway?

All food gets locked up like mental patients.

When we go to catch them we leave chocolate instead of cheese. We find the shredded 
candy wrappers, the nibbled brown edges.  Again, they like to fool us, preferring 
chocolate to cheese. Have you heard of such a thing?  Black glue traps against sides of 
walls where we believe they like to run against, in the dark, when we are not there, when 
we are sleeping.  Black glue traps glistening like still lakes.  One floats a blue M&M.  I 
think of a painting I saw once.  I think about monoliths.  I wonder what would happen if I 
put my foot in one.  If I would stick and die.I dream about it.

 
There is a day that dogs come.  First a small one then a big one.  I have no idea why.  I 
pet the uglier dog.  I want the cuter dog to see me.  I want it to feel less than.  I wonder 
how they feel about mice.  Animal cruelty all around.

The dogs stay towards the middle of every room.  They will not get caught in the edges.  
That is for other things.
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Nobody wants to touch the full glue trap when it happens.  Everybody dances around.  
Hands and feet hands and feet.Dancing.  You go. No you.  A fight to take care of what 
we all wanted and now don’t.  Everyone looks away from the mirror.  I look away.
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BADGERIN’/ THOMAS MUNDT

Folks these days think they’re badgerin’ but they ain’t.  Real badgerin’, that takes a 

whole mess a gumption.  What somebody like ole Moses or a highfalutin’ TV 

chiropractor’d call chutzpah.  

All this newfangled modern badgerin’ ain’t but smoke ‘n mirrors.  One-hundred percent, 

Grade-A peacockery.

***

Badgerin’ ain’t no new phenomenon.  Folks been badgerin’ since Roman times.  Some 

ole centurion type’d start sassin’ off at the mouth to every Sally ‘n Maximus Aurelius in 

town and, before you done deciphered that riddle, everybody and their mama’d be fixin’ 

to start badgerin’ somebody.  

And once the badgerin’ commenced…

Ain’t nothin’ but them Fuller Brush-lookin’ helmets ‘n tunics flyin’ every which way 

from Rome on down to ole San Antone, which wasn’t nothin’ but a glimmer in Zeus’ eye 

back in them days.

***

They say badgerin’s inside you, like a tapeworm that keeps a-gnawin’ on your innards ‘til 

it’s as strong as a mule on Sweetest Day and comes a-bustin’ out your belly like in the 
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Aliens.  They’s the Badgerin’ Men, them ole ornery fellas from Council Bluffs who’re 

always ponderin’ and a-ruminatin’ over this, that, and the other.  Kind, decent men who’ll 

just as soon French kiss you as open a can a rattlers on your hide.  

But don’t mistake all that pontificatin’ ‘n Frenchin’ for goldbrickin’.  Badgerin’ Men, 

real Badgerin’ Men, they’d run a Gypsy up a Chinese flagpole in a New York minute, 

wouldn’t think but the once on it.  

***

My granddaddy, he might’ve been the best consarnit Badgerin’ Man of ‘em all.  Tall as 

an oak ‘n three times as nasty.  Out-a-towner’d mosey on up to the door lookin’ for work 

‘n vittles and ole granddaddy’d give ‘m the badgerin’ of his life.  Just beratin’ and a-

lambastin’ that ole rapscallion ‘til he was pleadin’ for respite.  Then ole granddaddy’d 

take ‘m in like he was kin, serve ‘m up three fingers a pecan pie ‘n a handle a Ecto

Cooler and sit ‘m on his lap and flip through the Redbook like they was in some kinda 

picture show.  

That’s how ole granddaddy met all them fancy male companions he was always sketchin’ 

in the cellar.  But that’s another discussion for a diff’rent dimension, you hear me?  

***

Lord knows what ole granddaddy’d have to say ‘bout the new generation a Badgerin’ 

Men.  Wouldn’t even call ‘em Badgerin Men’, s’my guess.  
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Prolly call ‘em Low-Down, Two-Bit Sidewinders and make ‘em dance by swingin’ a 

rusty chain at their ankles, hootin’ and a-hollerin’ all the while.  Rake ‘em over the coals 

on account a their Bichons ‘n short pants ‘n such.  

***

Me?  I ain’t no Badgerin’ Man.  Ain’t my speed.  Sure, I been known to lay inta a realtor 

or two, tussle ‘n scrape with some varsity fellers from the Math ‘n Science Academy two 

counties over.  But I just ain’t got the badgerin’ in me.  And if you ain’t got the badgerin’ 

in you, brother, move on.  Do your self-actualizin’ elsewhere.  Because a possum in a 

raincoat still ain’t a sailboat captain, won’t never be.  

***
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THE PLAZA/ RANDOLPH PFAFF
I.
stuck seats
            stuck teeth
$2                    all the time
stuck feet
            stuck cold
stuck heat
            (the weather is always Goldilocks in here)
2nd run             all the time
            stuck here
 
II.
One for us
One for parents
Fake potted plants
Pit of benches
Where the old
While away the
Remaining days
Kiosk of frozen treats
Greeting cards
Home furnishings
Novelty items
But we don’t care
We’re only here
For one thing
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GRATUITY/ MALEA GRUBB
 
Prussian blue powdered women
breaking bread in their salons.
one lump or two, ma’am?
 
Their tea grows cold.
 
Man’s rank exhaustion of
another treadmill to hell.
660 kcals burned for sport?
 
Lunch hour diaphoretic pursuits.
 
Irascible voiced ”hellos”
answer the jarring rings of phones.
Would you answer a brief survey?
 
Base pay with no commission.
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DOG GONE/ CATFISH MCDARIS

Ever wonder why
a dog licks its balls
 
then licks your hand
while you’re eating
popcorn
 
I do every night
I don’t have a dog.
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AN EMOTION HARD TO DEFINE/ MIKE JOYCE

An emotion, hard to define, stalks Capital Street. After last call but before the puffs of 
exhaust from Sunday morning paper delivery--at a time when the best thing in your life 
that ever happened to you changes into the best thing in your life that ever could have 
happened to you and it melts the frost that started in your gut two days ago that's been 
telling you you were stupid. Stupid for jumping. That part only ever says slow down slow 
down or blow it after your feet have left the ground. 

The moment stakes itself undefinable in the snowlight afterglow of streetlight solitude 
beneath a hotel and the neon sign of La Puesta Del Sol refracting off a sleepy, icy river in 
this hilly town. The light you see in the window tells you she's up there with the hidden 
chocolates on top of the dusty Bible. They were never anything more than a gimmick, as 
sensical as a prayer card burned to the classic gods of enlightenment love.

You asked--, the frost says but before it can finish the undefined says it didn't ask for this, 
it demanded this. Two hundred year old words pause a riverside transaction on a stone 
bench in this out of control night with its cadence, Tyger! Tyger! burning bright, that 
echoes over Oxford leather and soft hands as you smile at the girl on the bench. She looks 
up, mouth full and liquid eyes heavy with heroin. You can wait. An emotion, hard to 
define, pulses quiet and dangerous like a dust that gets into everything, from the floors 
you walk on to the food you eat.
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DATELINE/ JOHN J. TRAUSE

i bring the 6-pack of beer

make fresh lemonade

and brownies

i bring u flowers… maybe

and condoms, k-y, no rope

i’m here real soon, it’s three hours by truck

but i will walk 500 miles for u

i bring beer, magazines and Rolaids, no rope

yeah i’m nervous but excited too

u dry yr hair

or do yr laundry

behind a door

i sit down and wait for u

i a man walk right in and stand or sit
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and wait for u

or come towards the door to see u

oh, who r u?

no, who r u?  how old r u?  just sit right there

i just want to talk, ya know, mentor

that’s why i came, ya know, to talk

i’m not doing anything wrong am i?
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KLAATUE BARADA NIKTO/ DALE PATERSON

The furnace hid behind a fabric of planets
and rocket ships. Water-stains crystallized
within the nap of an avocado remnant. The sofa
 
was orange. A multi-colored afghan covered
its age. She had popped me a large bowl
of corn. It was sitting next to an ashtray
 
she had made for her father. A Zenith console
flickered. It was the only light in the room. My arm
slid over her shoulder. She leaned in to me
 
as the furnace whooshed on. What happened
next is hard to explain; but as the night ended,
we knew that our world had been saved.
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ON THE PHONE WITH MY SISTER, I LEARN/ JAMI NAKAMURA LIN

If only this was fiction. I phone my little sister. How’s school, I ask. Mostly fine, she 
says. Weird things going on. String of suicides.

Her voice sounds nonchalant. Like it’s a normal pattern. A string of suicides? I ask. I 
wrap my arms around my knees, gunning for a story.

Two deaths in our school, she says. Three in the neighboring ones. No one is addressing 
it because the kids weren’t in the same district.

Did you know any of them? I ask. I grab a pen, begin to scribble. One of them, she says. 
A guy in my grade. He was really messed up.

Messed up? I repeat. I try to sound like this isn’t an interview, like I’m not taking notes. 
She lets out a long sigh. The video, she says.

I think of Law & Order, I think about the YouTube confessionals broadcast on the news 
posthumously. I crack my knuckles. Go on.

He sent a video to all his Facebook friends a few months ago, my sister says. She pauses 
for a moment, then adds, I didn’t watch it.
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I’m aghast. Why didn’t you watch it? I started to, she says, but it was just him talking 
against a dark background.
It turns out he was talking about wanting to kill himself, she continues. The room he was 
in was so dark.

No one did anything? I’m probing, trying to find a way to make sense of this. Hundreds 
of people receiving a video, a death wish, and—

Well, I unsubscribed from the video, so I don’t know what happened, she says. 
Remember, this was months before he really hung himself.

I close my eyes, seeing this boy with a camcorder, with a rope. You didn’t watch the 
video, I say. No, she says. The room was so dark. 
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START FROM NOTHING/ JOEL KOPPLIN

Start from nothing/nowhere/nobody, see where it goes. The straw on the table, the same
light sifting through the same smudged pane of glass on the same wall of the same room
for the last one hundred years, from the beginning. From the beginning this has been
zero, the origin, the place before one becomes Kether, before Kether becomes Chokmah
and then Binah and so on and so on, landing at ten the bottom the base the world. Vibrate
the word MAHL—KOOOOOOTH from deep in the throat, from the stomach, let it
rattle your teeth your sinuses your sockets, say the words out loud and look for them to
materialize in front of you in pieces parsed out and put back together to shape a sentence.
To complete an entire thought. One whole thought. Raise your arms out of the makeshift
robe fashioned from bed sheets, holes cut in the center for your head. A little salt
sprinkled on a wooden table, air sliced and scissored by your stabby thing, crying
through this world to what remains hidden in the next. Trying so hard. Standing there
bare-assed beneath the sheet and saying this is so fucking dumb this is so fucking dumb
this is so fucking dumb god help me and suddenly it happens. Suddenly you see.
Suddenly shapes shift along the far wall, cursory shadows crossing the carpet before the
eye can catch completely, strange sounds and screeches prying into place like rending
flesh and then ZANG—there you are, standing at the mouth of tomorrow with meaning
molded and made to fit the palm of your hand. Congratulations. This is a story. There
may or may not be more where this came from.
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SINCE THAT DAY/ KIM FARLEIGH

I saw the demonstrators sitting on the road in front of the Stock Exchange at Bank 
station. And I did see a line of helmeted, mounted police holding transparent shields that 
made me think of Roman soldiers on horses. And I did think that the mounted police 
were only there to stop the happy, chatting demonstrators from moving up the street. And 
I could hear pleasant interaction. And then I did see the Roman row of horses trotting 
towards the demonstrators who were talking and smiling and smoking cigarettes and 
drinking beer and not expecting to be charged. And I did hear the heavy, pitter-pattering 
of hooves on asphalt as the trotting became charging. And I did raise my camera to my 
face at midday sharp as I waited for the now charging horses. And I did expect to be hit 
and perhaps injured. And when I did feel the wallop of a shield against my head I did fall 
to the ground, releasing and releasing the shutter. And I did see the horses in the crowd. 
And I did see a blonde woman with red jeans trying to pull a policeman off a horse. And I 
did see that policeman push that woman in the face and that woman trying to bite that 
hand and flailing her fists. And I did see her fall back against another horse. And I did see 
her get hit from behind by another policeman. And I did see her bending over, holding 
her head. And I did see a woman with strawberry blonde hair throw a can of Coke that 
struck a policeman’s helmet. And I did see the policeman smack that strawberry blonde’s 
head with a batten. And I did see stringy blood reddening her reddish hair and shining on 
her white face like red paint. And I did see horror and fury in her blue eyes. And I did 
think ironically of the Kingdom’s three colours. And I did see a hoof fall into a prostrate 
man’s groin. And I did see that man’s face twist. And you could feel his agony. You 
could feel it happening to you. You could feel your jaws tightening as you felt this 
happening to you. And I did see a translucent-skinned beauty screaming and holding the 
man’s head. 
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And when I took the photographs to the newspaper, the editor did say: “There’s blood on 
your face,” and I felt a slight surprise; and I waited while someone put something in the 
cut and placed a bandage over the wound. And I did hear the editor add: “You’re 
supposed to get permission from the police before publishing shots of police work; but 
fuck these bastards. We’re going to do it anyway.” And I will not forget the 
determination in that photography editor’s eyes. They were the irises of livid, redoubtable 
resistance that I have seen in growing numbers across increasing swathes of society since 
that day.
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FAUNIST/ MATT ROWAN

I would like a bouquet of squirrels so I go to the faunist? That would be where you go for 
those. 

Think about it. Florists just want your money. Faunists want your time.

And sometimes your money, too, but usually just time. 

Faunists aren't greedy. Well, again, not usually. 

If you’re nice, a faunist might give you that bouquet of squirrels for a song. They sing the 
song and you’re the one who’s got to listen. And they enjoy it when you clap at the 
song’s finale, sometimes during the song -- but be sure you ask! They’ll always say, 
whether they do or do not they will always say. 

And then at the song’s finale they do a jig. waving your squirrel bouquet over their heads. 

Faunists love all fauna, as florists love flora, so make no mistake, the squirrels are alive 
but in some kind of humane bouquet form. 

They’re not on sticks, the squirrels. Not on some kind of skewer. The sticks are taped to 
their backs, humanely. 

The squirrels sometimes are panicked by their situation, as a bouquet, and attempt to 
scratch and claw their way to safety, but do not worry, faunists use very strong tape. 

They usually wish you well at the end of your transaction, and they usually hope you like 
your bouquet and that you don’t get bitten.
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ON THE BACK 9/ ANDREW F. SULLIVAN

When hit by your average player, a golf ball can easily reach a speed of eighty miles an 
hour. The player behind Carol Austin was not an average player. As the resident 
instructor for the New Meadowvale Golf Club, Albert Wheaton’s drives frequently 
reached speeds of one hundred and sixty miles an hour, hurtling small white bundles of 
urethane and surlyn across the course in wide arcs that often collided with trees, carts, 
and the occasional bird’s nest. While Wheaton’s drives reached professional levels, his 
accuracy remained underdeveloped. Some club members blamed his love of Tanqueray, 
but Wheaton’s wife would later admit it all came down to vanity. Albert Wheaton’s 
glasses rarely left the house. He didn’t need them to see the ball, just the fairway. Most of 
his students were old men who only wanted to hit the ball further than their sons; they 
had no use for putters. Wheaton rarely left the driving range, but he often overshot it.

Carol Austin learned this suddenly as one of Wheaton’s dimpled projectiles hurtled 
toward her head—one hundred feet off course and plummeting fast. The morning sun 
blocked its descent and the left side of her face caught the ball’s full impact, severing a 
nerve in her cheek, shattering her orbital and dislocating her jaw all in the same instance. 
Blood vessels burst, teeth crumbled and sinus fluid began to pour into her mouth. All her 
plans for white china and two dogs and a self-cleaning window system developed with 
her father disintegrated along with her cheek in that moment. It is hard to rebuild once the 
foundation of the gum line has been destroyed; once the nerves have rerouted themselves 
around the wreckage. The word ‘fore’ echoed down the fairway as Carol collapsed onto 
the well-groomed green, a putter still clutched in her manicured hands.
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Evan White could only stare at his fiancé, slowly swallowing his break-up speech as she 
trembled on the ground with fluids pouring from her face. He almost told the operator it 
wasn’t her, it was him when he called asking for an ambulance. 

He almost said he was sorry because that is what you’re supposed to say when the house 
of cards you built finally blows over, when the rituals start resembling a rut, when the 
lines in your face start to plot with one another and all your sentences end with an 
apology or a question or a curse. Evan wanted to say it all, but the golf ball was now 
rolling towards his feet. There was a bit of hair stuck to its dimples.

Carol wouldn’t have heard him either way.
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TUNDRA BAR/ SAMANTHA DUNCAN
The nine o’ clock
hour is owls’ feet on
piano keys,
 
we’ll chew ice,
stiff grins, and
dance to
the un-music,
 
past creaking
forward, gentle
bump on our
 
noses and
empty plates.
 
I only say,
you don’t have to
be afraid
yesterday, and

through no
microphone,
there’s twittering,
agreement.
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WHAT THE HELL DO I DO WITH YOUR CAT?/ MELISSA REDDISH

See, here’s the thing.  Last time we were at the vet, back when, if you said the word 

‘lump,’ I would grab at the space between my legs and you would laugh, back when our 

days were tripping towards a joint and a YouTube video of a dog humping a stuffed 

rabbit, back then, we asked the vet why the cat kept scratching and scratching huge 

gashes in her face—I mean, the dumb bitch actually fish-hooked herself—and the vet 

said she was probably allergic to the Eastern Shore.  I thought the whole thing was a 

fucking riot—I mean, seriously, what cat is allergic to a town?  I could see her being 

allergic to pollen or even fish, but the whole Eastern Shore?  That is one prissy cat.  And 

really, by that point, she was our prissy cat.  I saw the way you paused when we walked 

by jewelry stores and then lifted your chin in scorn so I wouldn’t notice how your eyes 

glazed serious and heartbroken at all the pretty things you couldn’t afford.  At that point, 

your running toilet was my running toilet so it wasn’t like I was expecting the fucking 

Hope Diamond.  I was even ready to take care of that goddamn cat for the rest of my life.  

I listened to your explanation of how you got her free with a bag of cat food when you 

were seventeen because the crummy apartment above the bar didn’t allow dogs, and 

really, you were a dog guy at heart.  But baby, here’s the truth: dog guy, cat guy, it’s all 

the same—you want a thrumming heart against your throat saying please, please. I get 

that, I do.  
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I want that too, which is why I scrubbed the puke stench from the toilet that one night 

you drunkenly admitted that I was too good for you, just so you would see that I wasn’t. 

And later, when you asked me to touch your chest, your voice sunk into the hollow of 

your throat, I thought you were just hung-over.  Do you even remember the last thing you 

said to me, right before you went into surgery, a surgery to fix a girl’s disease we were 

both sure you would annihilate, guns blazing?  Not “I love you,” not “I’ll be all 

right,”—you said, “Don’t tell anyone.”  Those have to be the shittiest last words ever.  

And now, here I am with your dying wish I had to ignore and your brother calling to ask 

if I’m seeing anyone.  Not to mention this goddamned cat.  What the hell do I do with 

your goddamned cat?
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CALL ME CRAZY, BUT/ ADAM MOURSY

people always seem to walk better at 4 A.M.

well after the crowds have dispersed

and the many prying eyes

have been put to rest.

most of you don't know

what I mean by this.

let's keep it
that way.     
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IN THE APARTMENT WHERE LAST NIGHT'S PARTY WAS/ DAVE PERLIS

In the apartment where last night's party was
Girls forget something
We can't find

In a parking lot a car keeps backing up into
other cars. It just keeps backing up
into the same cars-

On the drive from the airport there's a song
on the radio featuring Meow Meow Kitty
I talk during it and my father says shhh
At least we're responsible enough to
take him to his hotel,
I think    
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THE SMOKE STACK/ CAROL SMALLWOOD

bellowed smoke today
so very gracefully, restfully--
it disappeared without a trace.
The color of summer clouds,
curling, twining, moving
with just a hint of snake
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SCENES/ EDDIE JONES

it has been
a bad season

for switching lanes
frequently,

needlessly

*

allow me this sound
of water pelting the glass
of my 2009 honda civic

*

i have come here
to see someone
and they are naked

except for
a large shirt
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NO OWNER’S MANUAL/ EDDIE JONES

they seemed angry
that i didn't know what
to pollinate

they looked at me
and i shrugged
and i was a bee
and i said with my
body language

hey, i don't know 
what you need

and they kept 
looking at me
expectantly 
and i just
flew on around them
being a bee

and it was a horrible
learning experience

and finally one said

stick it in here, 
see how it goes
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and i had no idea
what he meant
or where to even begin
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A MUSIC OF ANGER/ JOHN SWAIN

Paul sat in the patio of a place down the road from where the bus left him. Under the 
shade of the aluminum roof, he had a beer and a torta with tongue and onion.  A guy with 
a friendly face wearing shorts and a t-shirt asked what Paul was doing there. 

-Just looking around- Paul said.

-My name is Arturo, I am traveling as well to work and save money where it is warm.

They spoke for a while over drinks and decided to help with each other’s foreign 
language by speaking alternatively in Spanish and English.  After realizing they were 
heading to the same seaside town, Arturo offered Paul a ride. Paul hesitated somewhat 
before climbing into a dusty station wagon.  As they drove, Arturo played a Michael 
Jackson cassette and railed against the forces destroying the soul of music. Paul was 
touched and had to laugh. The sky was darkening as they entered the town and Arturo 
dropped Paul by his hotel. 

-Come by the square tomorrow afternoon and I will show you around- Arturo said after 
Paul thanked him for the ride and conversation.

The square overlooked a beachside promenade lined with odd formless statues like 
caught mercury.  Kids and lovers and hawkers intermingled. Pelicans everywhere 
perched on the tops of buildings and boats anchored out in the sea. Arturo pulled up to 
the curb. They stopped beside a river in the nearby hills. Arturo cut mangos and 
pineapple on the hood of the car. The blade shone against his dark hands. The river and 
rocks and light and flowers fused moving in a psychedelic spiral of pinks and blues and 
greens and yellow.  Paul took off his jeans and waded.   
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Back at the town they walked the streets stopping here and there for drinks. Girls in white 
and cripples crawled up the steps of a church. Behind a bar, a group of men were 
fighting. They came upon a crowded street party where a group was playing music on a 
wooden platform. People were drinking and dancing and shouting. Paul smiled slightly 
after he heard the singer mention gringos.

-What are you smiling about?- Arturo said with an abrupt intensity.

-Just heard him taking about gringos- am I ok here?

-Yes, but do you know what he is saying?-

-Not exactly.-

-This is a music of anger… of protest!-

Paul looked downward and became quiet as they snaked onward through the crowd. 
They drank and talked idly and intently until dawn in a park under a sky of fireworks.  
Legs touched as they sat close. 

- I have to go do a job now- Arturo said as sunlight began to come down through the 
trees- Meet me back here in a year’s time and we will start a business.
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Thank you to all the writers you submitted work for this issue. 
 You will see us back in June with our next installment of Thunderclap! Magazine.


